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ALICE Upgrade 2

New Inner Tracking System (ITS)

• New MAPS Si pixel tracker

Muon Forward Tracker (MFT)

• new Si pixel tracker

Hiroshima

Time Projection Chamber (TPC)

• new GEM technology

• continuous readout

• faster readout electronics

Tokyo, Nagsaki-IAS

Data Acquisition

• New architecture

• online tracking

• data compression

Nagasaki-IAS, Tokyo,

Tsukuba (Tier-2)

FoCAL (to be official)

Tsukuba

New Trigger Detectors

TOF, TRD

• Faster readout



LHC and ALICE past and plan

 Run-1: Pb-Pb 𝑠𝑁𝑁 = 2.76 TeV ℒ𝐼𝑁𝑇 = 0.1 nb-1 as rare, 40M m.b., 65M central

 Run-2: Pb-Pb 𝑠𝑁𝑁 = 5 TeV ℒ𝐼𝑁𝑇 = 1 - 2 nb-1 as rare, O(2G) m.b.

 Run-3: Pb-Pb 𝑠𝑁𝑁 = 5.5 TeV ℒ𝐼𝑁𝑇 > 10 nb-1 for both m.b. and rare

 ℒ =6x1027 cm-2s-1
 interaction rate up to 50 kHz
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http://acceleratingnews.web.cern.ch/content/recent-progress-hilumi-project-0

Run-1 Run-2 Run-3 Run-4



ALICE challenge: continuous readout

 estimation  50 kHz Pb+Pb min. bias inspection rate is necessary

 accelerator potential after upgrade  50 kHz possible

 100% trigger live-time required … impossible with present setup

 physics signals are mostly low momentum thus untriggerable

 charmed meson, baryon

 heavy quarkonia

 heavy nuclei

 dileptons

 large particle multiplicity

𝑑𝑛/𝑑𝜂 ~ 2000

 huge pile-up (effective multiplicity of >10000 for TPC)

Solution

 continuous readout and on-line firm/soft-ware data analysis

 100% live-time, avg. 35 kHz (3.5 mb-1s-1) x 3y x106 sec/y  10 nb-1
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picture from C. Garabatos, QM2015



Present ALICE TPC

 the largest TPC with MWPC + pad readout

 Ar + CO2, 88 m3 gas volume

 570k channels  ~1GB/s data rate

with zero-suppression at nominal

Pb+Pb luminosity
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drift length      2.5m

drift voltage 100 kV 



TPC limitations preventing higher rate

 current limitation: max readout event rate = 2 kHz due to:

 wait for drift time ~100 µs (2.5m drift length) + gate time ~400 µs

 no gating grid?

 large ion feed back (few %)  space-charge accumulation

 distortions (~1 m) and bad dE/dx

 MPGD, like GEM?

 acceptable ion-feedback suppression

 target: 0.25% gives ~5 cm distortions

 long studies by Tokyo-CNS,

Muenchen, GSI, Heidelberg
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ALICE new inner tracking system (ITS)

 improve pointing resolution by factor ~3 and tracking efficiency

 get closer to IP … 39 mm  22 mm (new beam pipe)

 reduce material X/X0: 1.14%/layer  0.3%/layer

 reduce pixel size … 50 x 425 µm2
 below 50 x 50 µm2

 more layers … 6  7

 rate capability … 1kHz  continuous readout

 R&D on Monolithic Active Pixel Sensors (MAPS)
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~700 krad and 1013/cm2

1 MeV neq

ALPIDE Si MAPS chip

1.5cm x 3cm (512x1024 pxls)



ALICE upgrade documents

 All documents can be found:

 http://alice-collaboration.web.cern.ch/

 Documents and Conferences

 Technical Design Reports

 Upgrade of the Online-Offline Computing System

 Upgrade TPC

 Muon Forward Tracker

 Upgrade ITS

 Upgrade Trigger & ReadOut
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http://alice-collaboration.web.cern.ch/
http://cds.cern.ch/record/2011297
http://cds.cern.ch/record/1622286
https://cds.cern.ch/record/1981898
http://cds.cern.ch/record/1625842?ln=fr
https://cds.cern.ch/record/1603472?ln=fr


SAMPA ASIC

 commonly used for TPC, Muon 

system and could be more

 32 ch. charge sensitive 

preamplifiers with ADC

 programmable shaping 

time of 80 to 300 ns, & 

charge sensitivity

 bipolar

 10, 20 and now 5 MHz

 continuous readout (all data 

can be shipped out w/o 

deadtime) at 320 Mbps x 10 

serial links to SERDES (GBT)

 on chip DSP and Zero 

Suppression
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S.H.I. Barboza et.al, 2016 JINST 11 C02088.



Trigger and clock distribution (GBT)

 GBT: CERN and LHC common development (SERDES + optical link)

 up to 4.8 Gbps data, and trigger/timing

 high radiation tolerance

 GBT*: ~ 100 Mrad

 SFP transceiver: 50 Mrad

 FPGA IP library provided

 GBT SCA supports various communication

functions (detector control and monitoring)

 all service except for power
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New ALICE readout FEE for TPC

 GEM with fully new pad-plane r/o, and front-end electronics cards

 5 SAMPAs (5 x 32 ch.) per card 8 Gbps at 5 MHz sampling

 the data is sent by 2 GBT optical links (4.8 Gbps x 2)

 TPC is not going to compress data at all on front-end

 Total >3500 cards  28 Tbps
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TPC data amount is a challenge

 TPC is a ‘huge’ shift register continuously shipping data

 Total >3500 cards  28 Tbps = 3.5 TB/s in entire system

 100 s drift time

 each event has to be extracted from 5 other events with 

already drifted tracks

 ~5 x 4000 ~ 20k tracks in drift volume all the time

 track load: 50k x 4000 ~ 200M tracks per second

 recording all of that is highly unrealistic

 full online event reconstruction with new DAQ and HLT
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data data



Rates in J-PARC 13

Beam : 1010 Hz
0.1 % target 
Min-bias event rate 10MHz
1% event selection (e.g.
centrality)
 DAQ rate = 100 kHz

In 1 month experiment:
r,w,fee 107-109

Hypernuclei 105 -1010

HSD calculations in FAIR Baseline Technical 
Report (Mar 2006)
A. Andronic, PLB697 (2011) 203 

Dilepton
Hypernuclei

AGS

Slide by H. Sako (QM2015)



Detector example 14

slide by H. Sako

(QM2015)



J-PARC HI Data Amount

 high rate of 100 kHz  Silicon or MPGD

 particle multiplicity: ~1000 at central collisions

 pixel size: 3 x 3 mm2 at 1 m from collision, to keep <10% 

occupancy

 large acceptance ~ 4

 expected data size:

 42 GB/s per solenoid plane (there will be 6 planes)

 58 GB/s dipole plane (there will be 27 trackers)

 1.8 TB/s for total

 this is basically the same size as ALICE

 traditional style will no work, needs ALICE-like DAQ: online 

data processing and analysis facilities
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numbers from J-PARC HI White Paper draft



FPGA/GPU HPC in various fields 16

http://scienergy.jp/

Project submitted for support by Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry



ALICE readout and trigger system

~2000 computing nodes for

online processing, with

Common Readout Unit (CRU)

 common design for at least

“major” and “new” detectors

 Detector Control System

 trigger and timing

distribution

 data readout and

processing

 sorting

 online processing

 clustering (FPGA)

 tracking (GPU)
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Rcent technology breakthrough

 FPGA: recent huge breakthrough of FPGA demanded by world’s 

needs on data processing (outpacing Moore’s law)

 many SERDES ... (~40) high speed (~10 Gbps) LVDS serial links

 formerly: CPU ‘software’ TCP/IP stack  limit at few Gbps

 now: up to 400 Gbps data can go into one node

 Increase in circuit size, massive parallel non-Neumann calc.

 FPGA now easily replaces O(10) to O(100) CPUs (ALICE case)
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CPU型 FG-HPC型

必要ノード数 ～10000 ～200

ノード単価推定 50万円 150万円

総額 50億円 3億円



Rcent technology breakthrough (cont.)

 GPU: with massive parallel (but simpler, not much branching)

 CUDA: integrates nVidia GPU

 Latest one (GeForce GTX 1080) has

2560 processors and 8.9 TFLOPS (only

1/1100 of 京:K of RIKEN, costed

100,000M JPY)

 OpenCL(apple): integrate DSP, GPU, CPU, Altera FPGA, etc

 Might be a interesting solution for multi-purpose framework

 PCI Express Gen3, 4 (128, 256 Gbps of p2p data exchanges)

 many other software development technology

 Deep learning for image processing, on GPU and FPGA

 DSP and a lot of properties also in particle/nuclear science field

 TCP/IP hard IP getting mature, also GBT provided as IP

 PCI Express … etc
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ALICE readout and storage system 20

ALICE

(underground)

FEE

no compression

>11000 opt. links

transmit to

ground

250 FPGA/GPU/CPU HPC 

system 

CPU farm (~100k cores/3000 

GPUs) for tracking & event 

buildingpermanent

storage

3.5 TB/s 3.5 TB/s

5
0
0
 G

B
/s

100 GB/s

>60 PB/y

distributed to grid



FPGA/GPU HPC in ALICE and J-PARC 21



CRU FPGA Design 22

Present goal: To understand resource usage on FPGA and prove feasibility

Collaboration: Nagasaki-IAS (FPGA framework), CNS-Tokyo (GPU processing),

Heidelberg, Bergen, Oslo, Frankfurt, VECC Kolkata, Worms



Hardware (PCIe40 and Server)

 FPGA board … a joint project with LHCb

 modern FPGA (such as Arria 10 of Altera) replaces ~ 48 CPUs

 ~5300 CHF/unit x 250 units = 1 MCHF (only the card)

 clustering operation by standard CPU needs ~12000 CPUs

 data stream of 3.5 TB/s requires ~3500 nodes

 the processed data is sent to GPU and/or CPU via PCI express 

Gen3 16 lane (up to 90 Gbps confirmed)

 The FPGA board will be part of FLP
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ASUS ESC4000/FDR G2



O2 = online * offline 24



ALICE Detector control and readout 25

slide shown by H. Sako and original figure found on

Upgrade of the Online-Offline Computing System

http://cds.cern.ch/record/2011297


Can J-PARC co-work with ALICE? 26

slide shown by H. Sako and original figure found on

Upgrade of the Online-Offline Computing System

http://cds.cern.ch/record/2011297


Discussion

 readout and data processing demands seem similar between 

ALICE and J-PARC HI, and even in outside physics field

 E50 already small subset of ALICE and J-PARC

 J-PARC: detail specification and goals to be worked out

 physics scope

 detector design together with FEE implementation

 granularity, space for FEE, etc

 confirm that online processing solution is required

 common developments and facilities in J-PARC to be considered

 computing and storage resources (ALICE AF?)

 common component design

 software, framework

 ASICs (SAMPA, GBT), detectors

 FPGA/GPU HPC design
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